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(Intro)

Yea, Yea, Robin lets get em

(Verse One)

Yea Lil' mama im your pusha man, I push you to the
limits nobody else can, dam near over the edge, and
everyday is J's Holiday I put cha to bed like anastesia
convienent amnesnia least your time spent it be in ibiza
blowin heroin, roll that barry bonds and let it hit cha, im
the picture and you can catch me if you can like Frank
Abagnale girl you should understand i need time to
miss you so ima keep it pushin switch it up for a
moment from the coop to the (swooooffffff) drop head
phantom gettin head aint a issue, even though its the
new it still aint you im tryin to...

Chorus (Robin Thicke)
Pushin it, your lips, cause my drug, is your kiss im
pushin it, your body, your beautifil, naturally im pushin
it, back door, gonna elevate cha, to the top floor im
pushin it, need a rush the way happen when ya body
(water sounds)

(Verse Two)

Baby ya body is feelin me more then its supposed to
be, supposedly thats what love is thats what was told to
me but i aint never seen a love quite like this she dont
wanna be my wife, rather be my bitch, she dont wanna
be miss all she want is the stick, so she can put it in the
box throw her gear in 5th, cause shes a fast car racing
to the finish and baby im your pit-stop come trought
when you need fixing,so i can strum your guitar so
good like them angels,the vibes so elecric but stil
something missing, im figuring what if this was all just
a figment of my imagination and these jus my thoughts
im sharing, girl im still...

Chorus 
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Im pushin it push it x4

(Verse Three)

Its a thin line between love and hate, and i hate to say i
love the way your body be on me, how do you want it its
my show 8:30 performance and its so entertaining you
gta applaude it, put it on tevo catch it every week, i
done turn this desperate house wife onto sex in the city
and as sexy as you be, I still hate that we be that
episode that we in when we ain't keep it pushin
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